"Department of public health of Astana"

Telephone: +7 (7172) 55-68-43

Fax.: +7 (7172) 55-73-03

Trust telephone: +7 (7172) 55-69-85

Web site: http://www.densaulyk.astana.kz/

Sections of the department

Section of HR and preparedness activity

Section of internal control
Section of innovative technologies, monitoring and analysis

Section of medicinal-prophylactic works and medicine security

Section of maternity and childhood protection

Section of administrative and law work

Section of economic analysis and planning

Section of governmental purchasing and pecuniary-technical base

Section of accounting
Head of the department

Segizbaeva Aygul Kimovna

Biography

Tel: +7 (7172)55-69-85

Reception days:

Monday, Wednesday
from 15-00 to 17-00
reception of the heads of medical organisations.

Thursday
from 16-00 to 18-00
reception of citizens

Booking of the meeting with the heads of the department is in the office № 412,

Tel: 55-69-85

Blog of the head
Deputy of the head

Tulegenove Gulnar Kapsametovna